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OVER 10 MILLION PRODUCTS CUSTOMIZED 

Artifi’s comprehensive toolset enables 
companies to create an extraordinary customer 
experience that drives conversions.

Embroidery, monogramming, 
colorization, logo upload, 
emboss, deboss, engraving 

Back-end access to the Rules 
Engine, automated workflows, 
easy uploads of product specs

3D interactive design, automatic 
& real-time updates, social 
sharing, live pricing

Artifi’s flexible and scalable nature means 

it’s a great fit for companies of all sizes 

in any industry. Here’s a sampling of the 

industries Artifi serves:

Production-ready output files make Artifi 

a true end-to-end ecommerce product 

customization platform 

Headless and platform agnostic, Artifi 

integrates with any ecommerce platform

Developed with a focus on scale and 

flexibility to easily support growth and 

enterprise-level needs

Empower customers to design 
& personalize products

Enable customers to mix and match 
components and build products

Allow shoppers to see virtual product 
samples as items are designed

1 2 3

Retail & CPG

Apparel & Soft Goods

Hard Goods

Promotional Products

Uniforms

B2B
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TEXT & FONTS
Artifi allows customers to add text, change color and 
font style, move, resize, rotate, delete and change 
style. Here’s more details about what customers can 
do with Artifi’s text and font features:

• Add text in a circle or semi-circle, horizontally or 
vertically aligned

• Format text in bold, italic and shadow styles
• Change text stroke & width 
• Add colored outline to each letter of text
• Supports font in two-unit points as well as pixels
• Supports standard fonts and custom fonts 
• Font size can be automatically adjusted in a  

particular textbox that is defined

MONOGRAMMING 
Customers can personalize products with 
Artifi monogramming 

EFFECTS 
Artifi allows customers to see visual renderings of  
various styling effects:

• Display embroidery effect 
• Emboss effect that illustrates a raised surface 
• Deboss effect that illustrates pressing on  

the surface 
• Opacity of the widget/object can be reduced or  

kept at 100% 

DESIGN OPTIONS
Artifi allows customers to custom design products  
easily with fixed and floating toolbars that include 
options to zoom, rotate, scale, crop, move, resize and 
delete designs

SAVE & COMPARE & APPROVE DESIGNS
Artifi provides customers with multiple ways to use 
and access designs

• Save multiple designs
• Take a snapshot to compare designs
• Preview multiple image placements at once
• Create a personal folder to save drafts of designs
• Email designs 
• Submit designs for approval to stakeholders

User Interface
UPLOAD IMAGES
Users can upload images from their computers, 
Facebook, Dropbox, Flickr or Instagram

MULTIPLE IMAGE FORMATS
Artifi allows for images to be uploaded in the 
following formats: AI, BMP, EPS, JPEG, JPG, PDF, 
PNG, SVG. Artifi also provides support for vector files
 
ADD CLIPARTS
Customers can choose and add cliparts from the 
galleries and move, resize, rotate, delete and  
change colors

COLORS
Artifi supports single and multi-color imprint

MODIFY IMAGE COLORS
• Convert colors from uploaded and clipart images 

to a single color
• Apply black and white effects to an image
• Remove white background from  

uploaded images
• Artifi will detect & display prominent colors while 

uploading images

SOCIAL SHARING
Users can share their designs to Facebook, Twitter, 
Pinterest, and Google Plus

START OVER OPTION
Easily undo all and start designing from blank again

COPY OPTION
Quickly replicate saved designs by creating a copy

PRINTING ‘SAFE ZONE’
Shows design  area with dotted border to designate 
where text and imagery can placed

WARNING MESSAGE FOR LOW QUALITY IMAGE
Artifi will show an error message if image is scaled/
stretched more than the defined DPI allows

SPELL CHECK
Artifi uses browser spell check capabilities to alert 
customers of misspelled words
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LIVE PRICING
Customers will see a live updated price as the 
product is being customized

3D PREVIEW
Artifi offers a preview of the customized product in 
realtime 3D

ANGLE SUPPORT 
Shoppers have the ability to directly add/customize 
the angles from the “Define Variant Section”

CROP 
Using the crop feature, shoppers can crop images or 
clipart they used on the design

COLOR DETECTION 
Color detection allows the designer to automatically 
identify the colors of the images uploaded or clipart 
selected by the shopper

IMPRINT COLOR AT VIEW LEVEL 
Shoppers are able to use a restricted number 
of colors from a color palette for customization 
determined by the administrators

IMPRINT COLOR AT VARIANT LEVEL 
Shoppers are able to use a restricted number of 
colors from a color palette for customizing the 
variants determined by the administrators

EMBROIDERY & EMBOSS / DEBOSS EFFECTS 
Artifi allows embroidery, emboss and deboss effects

EMBOSS / DEBOSS EFFECTS 
Any emboss/deboss effect applied by the shopper(s) 
on the text, arc text or image now has the same color 
as the background of the product

MONOGRAMMING 
Shoppers can use monogramming for their designs

User Interface
SHOP BY LOGO 
Administrators can configure multiple products to 
reflect a single logo selection. When shoppers select 
an image or logo, all products are rendered using 
the selection

SELECTION FROM TEXT LIST 
Administrators can create text lists. Shoppers can 
select any text from the listing and the selected text 
would automatically get applied on the product

FRONT END APPLICATION 
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
The following features are optimized to boost the 
performance for shoppers:

• Add to Cart/Request to Quote
• Save Design
• Email
• Design Preview
• XML

SAVE DESIGNS IN FOLDERS 
Shoppers can organize their designs within folders

START OVER
Shoppers can reset and go back to default designs of 
products by clicking the “Start Over” button

SNAP GUIDE 
Shoppers can easily snap widgets vertically and/or 
horizontally within the canvas

COPY DESIGN 
Shoppers can copy a design from one view 
to another

FIT TO CANVAS
Shoppers can stretch an image horizontally, vertically 
or entirely across the canvas
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CANVAS ZOOM
Shoppers can zoom out of the canvas and move  
the zooming area where they want to add the  
text/image/object. Shoppers can also zoom into  
the design

DUPLICATE WIDGET ON SAME VIEW 
Shoppers can duplicate text and images within the 
same view

DUPLICATE WIDGET ON DIFFERENT VIEW 
Shoppers can duplicate text and images from 
different views

MOVE WIDGET
Shoppers can make fine adjustments to text and 
images anywhere on the canvas

ROTATE WIDGET 
Shoppers can rotate text and images anywhere on 
the canvas

IN APP PREVIEW 
Shoppers are able to customize a 3D product in a 2D 
perspective. Once the design is complete, shoppers 
can launch a 3D preview

GROUP ALIGNMENT 
Shoppers can select and align more than one text/
image at a time

SNAPSHOT
Shoppers can take snapshots of their designs to 
compare and choose between the designs they like. 
Once they choose a snapshot from the “Compare 
Section”, the designer automatically loads the 
elements of the design on the selected snapshot, 
allowing customers to continue customizing further if 
they choose

User Interface
CUSTOM DATA LISTS
Shoppers can upload a CSV file of values which can 
be passed into a design

UI CHANGES IN CLIPART 
The clipart image list is now in list view, allowing 
administrators to directly view the information of 
clipart images without having to open clipart 
image details

UI CHANGES IN RULES, TEMPLATE AND 
ARTIFICATION 
Rules: The UI of the update rule section has been 
modified and input fields have been divided into 
different sections

Templates: The customization option buttons for text, 
arc text, image, ordering, mask, and alignment have 
been changed to tabs. Alignment has been changed 
from horizontal to vertical view in the update 
template section, making the UI more clear 
and user-friendly

Artification: The customization option buttons for 
text, arc text, image, ordering, mask, and alignment 
have been changed to tabs. Alignment has been 
changed from horizontal to vertical view in the 
update view section, making the UI more clear and 
user-friendly
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Admin Features
PRODUCTION-READY OUTPUT
Artifi provides production-ready files for all orders 
and supports PDF, Preview PDF, PNG, 1 Bit PNG, EPS, 
BMP, SVG and SVGz formats

ORDER AND DESIGN ACCESS
Artifi makes viewing and managing new and existing 
orders easy by providing access to  
the following: 

• Order history including recent orders,  
items by SKU/variant, items by product,  
check out items

• History of design drafts and ability to  
edit designs

• Request-a-quote submissions

TEMPLATES
Apply templates to similar products with the same 
print area

USAGE DASHBOARD
Artifi lets administrators see a Top 10 List including 
top ten products, end users, clip art, colors and fonts, 
along with order history and conversion data

MULTIPLE WEBSITE SUPPORT
Artifi can be applied across multiple URLs

WEBSITE, PRODUCT & USER CONTROL
Limit the number of websites, products and users 
based on the set configuration. Choose which 
website(s) a product will launch on

2D & 3D SUPPORT 
All 2D products and 3D products are supported 
through APIs and sFTP. Artifi supports JSON, XML 
and CSV formats

AUTOMATIC UPDATES
Platform enhancements applied automatically 
courtesy of Artifi, including browser compatibility

QUICK DUPLICATES
Duplicate attributes, values, fontsets, colorsets and 
clipart families with the press of a button

SUPPORT
Administrators can submit support and enhancement 
tickets directly through the admin

COLOR CONTROL 
Give shoppers freedom to pick any color from  
an advanced color picker or limit the colors 
available for each product by creating a 
predefined list of options

IMAGE CONTROL
Control the size of image files that will be accepted

TEXT CONTROL
Set limits & parameters for number of lines in each 
textbox, manage character limit of each line in 
multiline textbox, and set min & max character limits 
for textboxes

BULK IMPORT
Easily import products and variations in bulk from a 
store by using a CSV file

MULTIPLE SIDES AND PRINT AREAS
Have different customizable sides of the same 
product and as many print areas as desired, and add 
custom angles directly at the variant level

LIVE PRICING 
Administrators can set a different price for each 
product. Artifi integrates with an ecommerce platform 
via APIs, allowing administrators to set complex 
pricing rules where prices change based on a variety 
of factors, including: quantity, setup costs, clipart 
choices, design add-ons, font style, and number of 
text lines
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Admin Features
COLORIZER 
Administrators have the ability to set up products 
using the Artifi 2D colorization engine

COLORIZATION 
Administrators can colorize 2D products faster

IMPRINT COLOR SETTINGS
Administrators can disable, hide or add a warning 
message to imprint color(s) from website settings

DESIGN GALLERY 
Administrators can create one or more designs for 
each product. The designs will be displayed with the 
products in the designer. Shoppers can choose the 
design from the designer or create their own

PIXEL TO POINT 
Administrators can change the printing, canvas and 
font units from pixel to point and vice versa

VIEWS NOT REQUIRED FOR PRODUCTS
Administrators can create products without the 
requirement of creating product views

USING SVG FILE AS A TEMPLATE 
Administrators can create product templates by 
uploading SVG files

RULES & TEMPLATE PERFORMANCE 
IMPROVEMENT 
The loading speed of the rules and template sections 
have been improved for administration efficiency

ARTIFICATION / PRODUCT CONFIGURATION 
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT 
The loading time of the Artification mode has  
been decreased and optimized for  
administration efficiency

EASY MANAGEMENT USING 
DUPLICATE FEATURE 
Administrators can manage and create attributes, 
attribute sets, clipart families, color sets and font sets 
using the duplicate feature

TEMPLATE SUPPORT AT VARIANT LEVEL 
Administrators can customize variants by assigning 
templates to the variants

DISPLAY ORDER COLUMN 
Administrators can set the display orders of  
clipart and attribute values from the “Admin Section.” 
Administrators also have the ability to set the 
display order for fonts, clipart and colors  
at rule level

NULL VARIANT 
Administrators can inactivate product variants from 
the backend, allowing shoppers to disable the 
respective variant(s) selection in the designer

TEMPLATE ASSIGNMENT 
Administrators can assign templates to product 
views from the “Add New View Section” and 
artification page

SELECTION FROM TEXT LIST 
Administrators have the ability to create text lists. 
Shoppers can select any text from the listing and 
the selected text would automatically get applied 
on the product

UI CHANGES IN CLIPART 
The clipart image list is now in list view, allowing 
administrators to directly view the information of 
clipart images without having to open clipart  
image details

FRONT END APPLICATION 
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
The following features have been optimized to boost 
the performance for shoppers: 

• Add to Cart/Request to Quote
• Request to Quote
• Save Design
• Email
• Design Preview
• XML
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